Make your own t-shirt
shopping bag
One of the best ways of helping the environment is to re-use something you would otherwise have
thrown away. Did you know you can make your own re-usable shopping bag using just an old t-shirt
and a pair of scissors?

You will need:
• An old t-shirt you no longer wear •

What to do:

1

Turn the t-shirt
inside out

Scissors

2
Cut off the sleeves by
cutting along the seams.

3
Cut the collar into
a deep U shape.
You might want to
draw this on first
to guide you.

4
Cut strips into the bottom of
the t-shirt. Each strip should
be about 3cm (1 inch) wide
and about 8cm (3 inches) long.
Again, you might want to
mark this out before you cut.
Cut the outside edges of the
first and last strip.

5
Tie each pair of strips
(the one from the front
of the t-shirt and the one
from the back) together.

6

You might find there are small gaps between each
knot. If so, to close these gaps, tie together the front
strip of the first pair with the back strip of the next
one along. Repeat all the way along.

7
Turn the bag back
the right way out.
Hey presto, you’ve
got yourself a
shopping bag!
Front strip

Back strip
Tie these two together
to close the gap.
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